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IS THERE A DYNAMICAL GROUP STRUCTUREBEHIND THE BILARGE FORMOF NEUTRINO MIXING MATRIX?�Wojieh KrólikowskiInstitute of Theoretial Physis, Warsaw UniversityHo»a 69, 00-681 Warszawa, Poland(Reeived May 12, 2003)We observe that the invariane of neutrino mixing matrix under the si-multaneous disrete transformations �1 ; �2 ; �3 ! ��1 ; ��2 ; �3 and�e; �� ; �� ! ��e ; �� ; �� (neutrino �horizontal onjugation�) haraterizes(as a su�ient ondition for it) the familiar bilarge form of neutrino mix-ing matrix, favored experimentally at present. Thus, the mass neutrinos�1; �2; �3 get a new quantum number, ovariant with respet to their mix-ings into the �avor neutrinos �e; ��; �� (neutrino �horizontal parity� equalto -1, -1,1, respetively). The �horizontal parity� turns out to be embeddedin a group struture onsisting of some Hermitian and real 3� 3 matries�1; �2; �3 and '1; '2; '3, forming pairs interonneted through neutrinomixings. They generate some disrete transformations of mass and �avorneutrinos, respetively, in suh a way that the group relations �1�2 = �3(yli) and '1'2 = '3 (yli) hold, while �a�b = �b�a and 'a'b = 'b'a.Then, for instane, the �3 matrix may be hosen equal to the �horizontalparity�.PACS numbers: 12.15.Ff, 14.60.Pq, 12.15.HhAs is well known, the bilarge form of neutrino mixing matrix,U = 0B� 12 s12 0� 1p2s12 1p212 1p21p2s12 � 1p212 1p2 1CA (1)(where 23 = 1=p2 = s23 and s13 = 0, while 12 and s12 are estimated toorrespond to �12 � 33Æ), is globally onsistent with all present neutrino-osillation experiments for solar �e's and atmospheri ��'s as well as with� Work supported in part by the Polish State Committee for Sienti� Researh (KBN),grant 2 P03B 129 24 (2003�2004). (4157)



4158 W. Królikowskithe negative result of Chooz experiment (giving s213 < 0:03) [1℄ and suess-ful KamLAND experiment [2,3�7℄ both for reator ��e's. However, it annotexplain the possible LSND e�et [8℄ for aelerator ���'s (and ��'s) whoseexistene is expeted to be lari�ed soon in the MiniBOONE experiment.Its negative result would exlude mixings of ative neutrinos with hypothet-ial light sterile neutrinos [9℄, leaving us with the minimal mixing unitarytransformation �� =Xi U�i �i ; (2)where �� = �e; ��; �� and �i = �1; �2; �3 represent the �avor and mass ativeneutrinos, respetively.In the �avor representation, where the mass matrix for harged leptonsis diagonal, the neutrino mixing matrix U = (U�i) is at the same time thediagonalizing matrix for neutrino e�etive mass matrix M = (M��). Then,M�� =Xi U�imi U��i : (3)In the ase of bilarge form (1) of U , the formula (3) givesMee = m1212 +m2s212 ;M�� = M�� = 12(m1s212 +m2212 +m3) ;Me� = �Me� = 1p2 (�m1 +m2)12s12 ;M�� = 12(�m1s212 �m2212 +m3) : (4)Here, M�� = M�� = M���. Making use of Eqs. (4) we an write the neutrinoe�etive mass matrix in the formM = m1 +m24 0� 2 0 00 1 �10 �1 1 1A+ m32 0� 0 0 00 1 10 1 1 1A+ m2 �m14 240� �2 0 00 1 �10 �1 1 1A+p2 s0� 0 1 �11 0 0�1 0 0 1A35 ; (5)where  � 212 � s212 = os 2�12 and s � 212s12 = sin 2�12. Here, all threeterms, proportional to m1+m2;m3 and m2�m1, ommute (while two termsproportional to m2 �m1, antiommute). Diagonalizing M given in Eq. (5),we obtain onsistently0� m1 0 00 m2 00 0 m3 1A = U yMU = m1 +m22 0� 1 0 00 1 00 0 0 1A



Is There a Dynamial Group Struture Behind the Bilarge Form : : : 4159+m30� 0 0 00 0 00 0 1 1A+ m2 �m12 0� �1 0 00 1 00 0 0 1A : (6)The present solar and atmospheri experimental estimates are �m221 � m22�m21 � 7 � 10�5 eV2 and �m232 � m23 �m22 � 2:5 � 10�3 eV2, respetively,when the ase of normal hierarhy m1 < m2 < m3 is onsidered. Note thatM gets here the form M =0� A D �DD B C�D C B 1A ; (7)where A � Mee, B � M�� = M�� , C � M�� and D � Me� = �Me� aregiven in Eqs. (4).The bilarge mixing matrix U presented in Eq. (1) is not bimaximal as� � 33Æ and so, 12 � 0:84 > 1p2 > s12 � 0:54 : (8)But, sine both values 12 and s12 are still large and not very distant from1=p2 ' 0:71, one may ask the question, if and to what extent the roughapproximation 12 ' 1=p2 ' s12 may work, leading through Eq. (1) to theapproximate bimaximal form of the neutrino mixing matrixU ' 0B� 1p2 1p2 0�12 12 1p212 �12 1p2 1CA : (9)It an be easily seen that in the approximation (9) for U three disretetransformations of mass neutrinos�1; �2; �3 ! ��2;��1;��3 ;�1; �2; �3 ! �2; �1;��3 ;�1; �2; �3 ! ��1;��2; �3 (10)indue through the mixing unitary transformation (2) three following dis-rete transformations of �avor neutrinos:�e; ��; �� ! ��e;��� ;��� ;�e; ��; �� ! �e;���;��� ;�e; ��; �� ! ��e; �� ; �� ; (11)



4160 W. Królikowskirespetively [10℄. Moreover, the third Eq. (10) indues the third Eq. (11)stritly, if the exat form of U de�ned in Eq. (1) is applied in Eq. (2) [10℄.Let us denote the Hermitian and real 3�3 matries realizing the disretetransformations (10) as�1 � 0� 0 �1 0�1 0 00 0 �1 1A ; �2 � 0� 0 1 01 0 00 0 �1 1A ; �3 � 0� �1 0 00 �1 00 0 1 1A (12)and those realizing the disrete transformations (11) as'1 � 0� �1 0 00 0 �10 �1 0 1A ; '2 � 0� 1 0 00 �1 00 0 �1 1A ; '3 � 0� �1 0 00 0 10 1 0 1A :(13)Then, we an readily show that in the approximation (9) for U the threeequivalent relations [10℄'aU�a = U or U�a = 'aU or 'a = U�aU y (14)hold for any a = 1; 2; 3. Moreover, for a = 3 these three relations are validstritly, when the exat form of U given in Eq. (1) is used, sine then thethird Eq. (10) indues stritly the third Eq. (11). The �rst relation (14) tellsus that the mixing matrix U is invariant under the simultaneous disretetransformations (10) and (11) (approximately for a = 1; 2 and stritly fora = 3), while the third relation (14) shows that �a matries are ovariantunder the mixing unitary transformation (2), leading to 'a matries (againapproximately for a = 1; 2 and stritly for a = 3). In partiular, the matrixP (H) � �3 = 0� �1 0 00 �1 00 0 1 1A = ei 2� I(H)2 = ei � �2 (15)with I(H)2 � 12�2 = 12 0� 0 �i 0i 0 00 0 0 1A (16)may be alled the �horizontal parity�, getting the eigenvalues �1; �1; 1 forthe mass neutrinos �1; �2; �3, respetively, when the disrete transformation0� � 01� 02� 03 1A = P (H)0� �1�2�3 1A = 0� ��1��2�3 1A (17)



Is There a Dynamial Group Struture Behind the Bilarge Form : : : 4161� the �horizontal onjugation� � is performed [10℄. Aording to Eq. (15)this onjugation is equivalent to a rotation by the angle 2� around 2-axis inthe formal 8-dimensional �horizontal spae�, where �1; : : : ; �8 are Gell-Mannmatries ating on the triplet (�1; �2; �3)T (then I(H)2 is the 2-omponentof the �horizontal isospin� ~I(H) = 12~� with ~� = (�1; �2; �3), while Y (H) =(1=p3)�8 is the �horizontal hyperharge�). In onsequene,0� � 0e� 0�� 0� 1A = UP (H)U y0� �e���� 1A = 0� ��e���� 1A ; (18)where P (H)0 = UP (H)U y = '3 and so, the �horizontal parity� is ovariantwith respet to neutrino mixings.From Eqs. (3) and (14) we infer for any a = 1; 2; 3 that'aM'a = M or M'a = 'aM (19)i.e., the e�etive mass matrix M is invariant under the disrete transforma-tions (11) (approximately for a = 1; 2 if in addition m1 ' m2, and stritlyfor a = 3). In fat,'aM'a = 'aU diag (m1;m2;m3)U y'a = U �a diag (m1;m2;m3)�a U y ;where�a diag (m1;m2;m3)�a = � diag (m2;m1;m3) for a = 1; 2diag (m1;m2;m3) for a = 3 :Thus, 'aM'a ' M for a = 1; 2 if in addition m1 ' m2, and 'aM'a = Mfor a = 3).It is worthwhile to point out that the rough approximation m1 ' m2goes in the diretion shown by the experimental situation, where �m221 �7� 10�5 eV2 is onsiderably smaller than �m232 � 2:5 � 10�3 eV2.Now, it is important to observe that the matries (12) and (13) satisfyfor a; b = 1; 2; 3 the following algebrai relations:�1�2 = �3 (yli) ; �a�b = �b�a ; �2a = 1 ; �1 + �2 + �3 = �1 (20)and'1'2 = '3 (yli) ; 'a'b = 'b'a ; '2a = 1 ; '1 + '2 + '3 = �1 (21)(but �a'b 6= 'b�a, exept for �3'2 = '2�3).



4162 W. KrólikowskiIt is easy to see that the matries �1; �2; �3 and '1; '2; '3 given inEqs. (12) and (13) an be used as bases for 3� 3 symmetri blok matriesof the types 0� A1 B1 0B1 A1 00 0 C1 1A and 0� A2 0 00 B2 C20 C2 B2 1A ; (22)respetively. The sets of suh matries form two Abelian groups with respetto matrix multipliation, if the inverse of their four bloks exists. They areisomorphi, being related through the unitary transformation generated bythe bimaximal mixing matrix U given on the rhs of Eq. (9): U f1gU y = f2g,where f1g and f2g symbolize the sets of matries of the �rst and seond type(22). The group harater of these sets is re�eted in the group relations�1�2 = �3 (yli) and '1'2 = '3 (yli) for their bases, while their iso-morphism orresponds to the unitary transformation 'a = U�aU y betweenboth bases. Of ourse, these two groups are Abelian subgroups of the groupof all 3� 3 nonsingular matries that an be spun by the basis onsisting of1 and Gell-Mann matries �1; : : : ; �8.In terms of the matries (12) and (13) the e�etive mass matrix presentedin Eq. (5) an be rewritten asM = m1 +m24 (1� '3) + m32 (1+ '3)+m2 �m14 h ('1 � '2) +p2 s (�1 � �4)i ; (23)where �1 � �4 = 0� 0 1 �11 0 0�1 0 0 1A = 12 f'3; �1 � �2g : (24)When 12 ' 1=p2 ' s12, then  ' 0 and s ' 1. If m1 ' m2, Eq. (23) givesM ' m1 +m24 (1� '3) + m32 (1+ '3) : (25)In this ase, D ' 0 in Eq. (7). Then, approximately, M is a matrix of theseond type (22).One may speulate in onnetion with the formula (23) that the 3 � 3matries 'a and �a (a = 1; 2; 3), where '1'2 = '3 (yli) and �1�2 = �3(yli), an help us to �nd the desired dynamial variables solving hopefullythe basi problem of fermion masses. In suh a ase there may appear a moreor less instrutive analogy with Pauli matries, where �1�2 = i�3 (yli),whih have led to Dira matries solving the problem of fermion spins.



Is There a Dynamial Group Struture Behind the Bilarge Form : : : 4163The disrete transformations generated by 'a and �a matries and therelated disrete symmetries may play an important role in Nature beause ofthe absene for neutrinos of eletromagneti and strong interations. Other-wise, these interations ould largely suppress suh fragile, disrete horizon-tal symmetries that, in ontrast to the Standard Model gauge interations,do not treat equally three fermion generations.Finally, we should like to point out that both sets of algebrai relations(20) and (21) would still hold, if '1; '2; '3 matries were de�ned not byEqs. (13), but through the relations'1 � U�1U y = 0B� �s � 1p2 1p2� 1p2 �12(1� s) �12(1 + s)1p2 �12(1 + s) �12(1� s) 1CA s!1! 0� �1 0 00 0 �10 �1 0 1A ;'2 � U�2U y = 0B� s 1p2 � 1p21p2 �12(1 + s) �12(1� s)� 1p2 �12(1� s) �12(1 + s) 1CA s!1! 0� 1 0 00 �1 00 0 �1 1A ;'3 � U�3U y = 0� �1 0 00 0 10 1 0 1A ; (26)where U was of its exat form (1) and �1; �2; �3 matries were given asbefore in Eqs. (12). In this ase, our relations (14) would be valid stritlyalso for a = 1; 2, not only for a = 3 as before in the ase of Eqs. (13). Ofourse, in the limit of 12 ! 1=p2  s12 i.e.,  ! 0 and s ! 1, Eqs. (26)would tend to Eqs. (13). Note that, generially, the relations (20) and (21)as well as (14) would hold, if 'a = ~U�a ~U y with ~U being any 3 � 3 unitarymatrix and �a were given in Eqs. (12) (a = 1; 2; 3). However, in suh a ase,one would get Eqs. (26) only for the unitary matries ~U equal to V'UV�,where U would have the form (1), while V' and V� would be any unitarymatrix ommuting with 'a and �a, respetively [say, V' = f'('1; '2; '3)and V� = f�(�1; �2; �3)℄. Then,V''aV y' = 'a � V'UV� �a V y�U yV y' ;'a = UV��aV y�U y = U�aU y ; (27)where [V' ; 'a℄ = 0 ; [V� ; �a℄ = 0 : (28)



4164 W. KrólikowskiThus, in the lass of V'UV� matries, one might restrit oneself to the Umatrix of the form (1), putting V' = 1 and V� = 1. The form (1) of U isa su�ient ondition for the invarianes 'aU�a = U with �a and 'a givenas in Eqs. (12) and (26), while the form U ! V'UV� is also their neessaryondition.In onlusion, we have introdued two Abelian algebras of Hermitian andreal 3 � 3 matries �1; �2; �3 and '1; '2; '3 satisfying the group relations�1�2 = �3 (yli) and '1'2 = '3 (yli) as well as the onstraints �1+�2+�3 = �1 and '1+'2+'3 = �1. These two algebras are isomorphi, as beingrelated through the unitary transformation 'a = U�aU y (a = 1; 2; 3), whereU is the neutrino mixing matrix. Thus, �a are ovariant with respet toneutrino mixings, leading to 'a. Suh a unitary transformation implies theinvarianes 'aM'a = M of the neutrino e�etive mass matrix M : stritlyfor a = 3 and, if m1 ' m2, approximately for a = 1; 2.The unitary transformation 'a = U �a U y (a = 1; 2; 3) is equivalentto the invarianes 'a U �a = U of the neutrino mixing matrix U . Withgiven �a and 'a matries as in Eqs. (12) and (26), respetively, these in-varianes haraterize (as a su�ient ondition for them) the monomaximalform (�23 = 45Æ) of the bilarge mixing matrix U that for �12 ' 45Æ should beapproximately bimaximal (�12 � 33Æ is the atual experimental estimate).On the other hand, the harged-urrent weak interations may violate max-imally the �horizontal parity� P (H) � �3. This is the ase, if � ! '3� and,as the mass neutrinos, e ! �3e (not e ! '3e) with � = (�e; ��; �� )T ande = (e; �; �)T. Then, the neutrino e�etive and harged-lepton mass termsonserve this parity.Summarizing, the algebrai properties of �a matries an be expressedby the relationsf�1; �2g = 2�3 (yli) ; [�a; �b℄ = 0 ; �2a = 1 ; �1+�2+�3 = �1 (29)(a; b = 1; 2; 3). The idential relations hold also for 'a matries equal toU�aU y. We suggest that 'a and �a matries (a = 1; 2; 3) play the role ofdynamial variables in the problem of neutrino masses (and, hopefully, ofother fermion masses). In fat, aording to Eqs. (23) and (24) the neutrinoe�etive mass matrix M an be expressed by means of the matries 1, '3and �1; �2 (1 = �'1 � '2 � '3 = ��1 � �2 � �3) and the parametersm1;m2;m3 and s, the number of the latter should be ertainly redued,say, by the onjeture that m1:m2:m3 ' me:m�:m� [10℄. Here, we have'1 � '2 = 1� '3 � 2f'3; �3g = 1+ 3'3 + 2f'3; �1 + �2g, beside �1 � �4 =12f'3; �1 � �2g, expressing '1 � '2 and �1 � �4 through '3 and �1; �2.



Is There a Dynamial Group Struture Behind the Bilarge Form : : : 4165From the mathematial viewpoint, four 3 � 3 matries 1; �1; �2; �3 sat-isfying Eqs. (29) form a matrix representation of the Z2 �Z2 group of fourelements (1,1), (1;�1), (�1; 1), (�1;�1), where Z2 is the group of twosquare roots 1,-1 of 1. The same is true for four 3� 3 matries 1; '1; '2; '3.On the other hand, for the 3 � 3 matries �a and 'a (a = 1; 2; 3) givenin Eqs. (12) and (13) the formulaeexp �iXa �a�a!= exp i13Xa �a! exp �i 1p3�8 (��1 � �2 + 2�3)�� exp [i�1 (�1 � �2)℄(30)and exp �iXa 'a�a!= exp i13Xa �a! exp �i12 ��3 + 1p3�8� (�1 � 2�2 + �3)�� exp [i�6 (�1 � �3)℄ ; (31)hold, where [�1; �8℄ = 0 and [�6; �3 + 1p3�8℄ = 0. Thus, �a and 'a (a =1; 2; 3) generate two subgroups (30) and (31) [having the formsexp �i 13 Pa �a� SU1(1) � SU2(1)℄ of the horizontal unitary group U(3) =exp �i 13 Pa �a�SU(3), where SU(3) is generated by �1; : : : ; �8. Here,det U(3) = exp (i Pa �a).The author is indebted to Andrzej Trautman for the suggestion that theZ2 �Z2 group is behind the algebrai relations (29).REFERENCES[1℄ M. Appolonio et al. (Chooz Collaboration), Eur. Phys. J. C27, 331 (2003).[2℄ K. Eguhi et al. (KamLAND Collaboration), Phys. Rev. Lett. 90, 021802(2003).[3℄ V. Barger, D. Marfatia, Phys. Lett. B555, 144 (2003).[4℄ G.L. Fogli et al., Phys. Rev. D67, 073002 (2003).[5℄ M. Maltoni, T. Shwetz, J.W.F. Valle, hep-ph/0212129.
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